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LiveCount Cloud
DIGITAL TAKEOFF SOFTWARE
Most bid requests for MEP contractors are still
represented by 2D digital drawings and require
one to either print out the drawing set or use
an on-screen takeoff tool. Trimble LiveCount™
Cloud speeds up the estimating process
and provides contractors with the ability to
streamline the quantification process and
seamlessly integrate marked-up digital image
files with your Trimble MEP estimating software.

ACCURATE CONSTRUCTION
TAKEOFF
Trimble LiveCount Cloud combined with
Trimble Accubid® Estimating software gives
you the complete integrated estimating takeoff
software package. LiveCount Cloud features
a bi-directional link with Accubid Classic
ensuring changes made on your takeoff or in
your estimate are always up to date. Takeoff
edits can be initiated within LiveCount Cloud
and automatically update the audit trail when
quantities are changed. With no need to
import, export, or manually enter quantities,
the estimator is able to move quickly within the
project.

TRANSFORMING THE WAY THE WORLD WORKS

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF CLOUD
TECHNOLOGY
As a cloud based solution LiveCount Cloud
gives you the ability to manage large images and
projects quickly. The image processing available
within Livecount Cloud is infinitely faster with
the ability to use more processing power from
across a larger number of secure servers.
Additionally, with LiveCount Cloud’s ability to
handle large sets of drawings and poorly named
files, contractors can significantly speed up
project creation.

INTUITIVE WORKFLOWS
Whether you have new estimators or guys
who have been around the block a few times
with LiveCount Cloud there’s no need to teach
yourself new takeoff methods, LiveCount Cloud
features workflows that emulate traditional
takeoff methods. LiveCount Cloud measures
takeoffs across multiple drawings which
means users can see the quantity displays
both by page and overall totals. With incredibly
fast redraw time, easy-to-use pan and zoom
features and close-up windows to help with the
big picture and small details.

Benefits
►►

Reduce the need for paper plans

►►

Achieve accurate and trackable estimates

►►

Intuitive workflows for all levels

►►

Bi-directional link with your Accubid
Classic estimating software
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KEY FEATURES
Assembly Takeoff
LiveCount Cloud’s unique bi-directional link with Accubid Classic tracks both lengths
and counts in the same run. This link saves time and ensures accuracy because
every length or count, once linked to your estimating, changes automatically as you
move, add or delete measurements.

Drawing Compare
Save time with the Drawing Compare feature and easily see what has been added
or taken away since the last revision. After all, changes are always indicated within a
cloud on the drawing, right?

Filtering
Take filtering and layering to a new level with dynamic links to all of the breakdowns
in your Trimble Accubid Classic Estimating. Layers are automatically created which
then allows the estimator or chief estimator to view specific layers or the complete
drawing with a simple mouse click.
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